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Fix List 

 

MONITOR Webb EIM 08.01.11.1 

 MSVD-9QYLNG - The information from the XML file regarding discount, unit and order number for the invoice row wasn’t 

loaded when you registered an invoice from the Failed auto imports (the error folder). 

 GÅNY-9R9DSD - Now it’s possible to link more invoice rows such as currency price costs, cutting costs and alloy costs to 

an invoice row that is linked to an order row. These cost rows will then automatically be included in the field New price on 
the part, that is a basis for the price difference calculation and Last purchase price for the part. When the invoice get status 

To authorize and/or To final code you can remove or add these cost rows on the linked invoice row if something was 
made incorrectly when you linked the invoice. 

 GÅNY-9VFGCH – If you selected an account with an AutoCoding of the type Direct when you created an accrual 
accounting of an invoice, the accrual accounting was made directly and the amounts on the accrual accounting became 
incorrect. Now the accrual accounting will be created when releasing the accrual accounting instead of directly. 

 GÅNY-A2LJH3 – When importing a Credit invoice that should be linked to an invoice basis, the invoice got stuck in status 

Arrival not found. Now it will get status To authorize and be matched. 

 GÅNY-A3PG3L - It wasn’t possible to remove an exception on a supplier in Web – EIM even if the exception didn’t have 
any links to an invoice. 

 GÅNY-A3WCWV - The setting "Own invoices + supplier setting" now has the same functionality in the Web – EIM and in 
MONITOR. 

 GÅNY-A4RBEA – If you have rights to change information in the invoice header, you can also change information in the 

invoice header on invoices with status Purchase order missing, Arrival not found and Part missing. 

 GÅNY-A4ZCZR – The possibility to split rows in the linking procedures when you have negative quantity on the invoice 
basis (the arrival reported order row) is fixed. 

 GÅNY-A6BGC2 – If you had a purchase order row with a coding against an account with an AutoAllocation of the type 
Direct, the AutoAllocation didn’t work directly when matching the invoice row with the order row. This is fixed and the 
codings will be made on the accounts registered in the AutoAllocation. 

 GÅNY-A6DHTD - If you used split financial year, you got the incorrect start period suggested when you distributed over a 
period of time in Web – EIM. Now the correct start period from the Register Accounting Year procedure in MONITOR will 
be used. 

 GÅNY-A6UCTT - A scroll bar is added on coding templates with many rows. 

 SHÖD-A7DE59 - Supplier invoices linked to Agreements were sent to the company’s head signer if no signer was 
registered on the supplier. Now shall the invoice be sent to Our reference of the agreement. 

 GÅNY-A7MKAK – In version 8.1.5.1 functionality to change signer on a case in the In basket was added. A scroll bar is 
added to make it easier to change signer if the list contains many signers. 

 GÅNY-A7XCDM – The information in the XML file wasn’t loaded when the invoice was opened/registered from the Error 

folder by using Failed auto import. This resulted in incorrect calculated price each on the part rows. 

 MSÖT-A82EDG - Invoices got the incorrect status Purchase order missing if the invoices were linked to an agreement 

and the price was different on the invoice and the agreement. The correct status is To authorize. 

 MSÖT-A8K9BV - For an order row with several liked invoice rows, the new price shall be calculated when all invoice rows 
are linked. 

 GÅNY-A9CK5B - The payment method SEPA is renamed to ISO. 

 MSÖT-A6UH9K – An error message was displayed when you opened a case and quickly changed to the Invoice tab. 

 SHÖD-A7AHHT - The person responsible for an Agreement shall always be able to preview it, no matter setting in 

Authorization – Preview. 
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 SHÖD-AB6DA3 – The agreement report that can be opened and displayed in the Agreement procedure displayed activities 
that belonged to another agreement. 
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